
Since 1959 the Cape Dorset Annual Print Collection has showcased the best and brightest Inuit art from West 
Ba!n Island. More than a half century of printmaking has developed the technical sophistication and innovative 
aesthetic which has become a hallmark of Kinngait Studios.

Each collection tells us a new story, and this year’s latest chapter is an homage to Inuit art history and cultural 
heritage. Whether it is depictions of wildlife or legend, Inuit people or the land, the work of Ningiukulu Nungusuituk, 
Pitseolak Niviaqsi, Tim Pitsiulak, Malaija Pootoogook, Pauojoungie Saggiak, Kakulu Saggiaktok and Ningeokuluk 
Teevee "nds fresh inspiration in tradition. Sometimes true to the past while other times turning what came before 
upside down, the work in this collection truly moves forward while looking back. From an adorned pair of boots 
to a stiletto wearing raven and with a grouping of psychedelic sea shells alongside a gently sleeping polar bear, this 
visual narrative unfolds with authenticity, whimsy, reverence and insight.

From a methodological point of view, well represented in this year’s collection are lithography and etching – 
approaches which best demonstrate a #uidity and complexity of line. Equal measures artful and alchemic, 
lithography employs the principle that oil and water shall never mix and etching brings to bear the corrosive 
consequences of acid on metal. Couple an exceptional creative vision with astute material understanding and 
extreme patience, we have the master printmaker capable of harnessing the potential of these two techniques. 
Unique to the Kinngait repertoire is stonecut – a process that is both arduous and elegant. $e printing matrix is 
meticulously hand-fashioned out of actual stone, sometimes worked over a period of months. A surface is scraped, 
gouged, chiseled – literally mined by the printmaker – and at its "nest, the process is a contradiction. $e level of 
detail extracted from solid stone can result in a print image that is lively, nimble even ethereal.

Sadly, part of this year’s story is the loss of two Kinngait innovators Pitseolak Niviaqsi and Jutai Toonoo. $ey will 
be missed, but their voices will surely live on through the results of their lifetime of artmaking.

Dorset Fine Arts is pleased to present this compendium of prints! For the last 57 years, the Cape Dorset Annual Print 
Collection has been anticipated and treasured worldwide. We are privileged to have had the past 57 opportunities 
to present the celebrated work of Cape Dorset’s Inuit artists. And for a creative community that is now more than 
57 years in the making, we can’t wait to see what’s yet to come.

57th Cape Dorset Annual Print Collection



Tim Pitsiulak – Born in Kimmirut in 1967 to Napachie and Timila Pitsiulak, Tim has been living in Cape Dorset 
for several years. Tim has been drawn to the arts and various forms of artistic expression for many years. He started 
to draw as a young boy and would later take up carving and even attended jewelry-making workshops in Iqaluit. 
!e land and its wildlife were initial in"uences on Tim’s realist drawing style but more recently he has become a 
chronicler of the everyday. His current practice includes drawing large format, meticulously detailed depictions 
of boats, heavy equipment and airplanes – the machinery of modern life in Cape Dorset. Tim is a hunter and his 
respect for the natural world and its wildlife is fundamental to his artistic sensibility. He is inspired by the whales 
that frequent the cold, Arctic waters – particularly the beluga and bowhead – because, as he says, “nobody really 
knows much about them”. !e bowhead in particular is a majestic and mysterious creature and frequently he will 
embellish his drawings of these animals with tattoo-like graphics referencing ancient artifacts. Tim was the subject 
of a feature article in the 2012 summer issue of !e Walrus and in 2013 he conducted a printmaking workshop at 
New Leaf Studios in Vancouver. His work was selected by the Royal Canadian Mint to adorn a quarter coin and in 
2016 he was inaugural participant in the annual Dorset Fine Arts Creative Residency at Open Studio. Tim contin-
ues to attract an avid following for his large naturalist drawings of Arctic wildlife.

TIM PITSIULAK



Pauojoungie Saggiak – Born in 1959 in Iqaluit, Pauojoungie is the daughter of Inooki and Qimirpikuluk Oqutaq. 
She has a sister Napatchie and two brothers Lasaloosie and Niviaqsi. Growing up she lived in various camps, the 
last one being just southeast of Cape Dorset. It is here that Pauojoungie had an opportunity to see all manner of 
birds and animals which she enjoyed so much that she began drawing wildlife. Pauojoungie and her family moved 
to the Cape Dorset community in the 1970s. At Kinngait Studios she became inspired by the work of other graphic 
artists, and this is where her work became adapted for the print medium. Pauojoungie’s highly accomplished work 
is characterized by bold lines and blocks of o!en heightened colours. Her compositions are distilled to their es-
sence, which showcases an intuitive understanding of the subject matter. "is year marks her #rst inclusion in the 
Cape Dorset Annual Print Collection.

PAUOJOUNGIE SAGGIAK



Pitseolak Niviaqsi – Pitseolak was born in 1947 to artists Kunu and Niviaksiak, both of whom contributed to many 
of the early Cape Dorset Annual Collections, and his aunt and uncle were the well-known artists, Lucy and Tikituk 
Qinnuayuak. Pitseolak had participated in the lithography program since its inception in the early 1970s. Initially 
he was an assistant to Pee Mikkigak, his brother Quiatsuq and Bob Patterson, who was acting arts advisor at the 
time. His name appears on 205 prints in sixteen annual collections. In 1977, Pitseolak travelled to Holman Island 
to introduce lithography to the resident printers there. Although he stopped carving brie!y in 1991 to build his 
own house, Pitseolak quickly resumed making art and continued to develop as a versatile, proli"c and talented 
artist. His sculpture is o#en relatively large in size, highly polished and displays !owing forms and exquisite detail. 
His subject matter ranges from fanciful birds to sensitive portrayals of mothers with children. His own graphic 
work was included in two previous collections, 1992 and 1994. $e Cape Dorset community lost Pisteolak last year 
at the age of 68.

PITSEOLAK NIVIAQSI



Malaija Pootoogook – Born in 1971 in Iqaluit, Malaija has been surrounded by the many artists in her family. Her 
father Paulassie, was highly regarded as a sculptor and her brother, Mosesee, is a stone carver and another brother 
Itee Pootoogook is well known for his contemporary drawings. Inspired by the work of her great-grandmother, 
the late Pitseolak Ashoona, Malaija completed her !rst drawing in 1994 and continues to function primarily as 
a graphic artist. She was represented in the Cape Dorset Annual Print Collection for the !rst time in 2011, with 
two a"ecting images of the Arctic owl. Whimsical in approach, with an o#en vibrant colour palette, her expressive 
depictions of birds and wildlife of the North are a continuing theme in her work.

MALAIJA POOTOOGOOK



Ningeokuluk Teevee – Born in 1963, Ningeokuluk is the daughter of Joanasie Salomonie and his wife Kanajuk. Her 
father was much loved in Cape Dorset for his sense of humour, mischief and compassion. Her husband, Simeonie 
Teevee is a musician and plays with his band at community events in Cape Dorset and at music festivals around 
Nunavut. Ningeokuluk is one of the most versatile, intelligent and celebrated graphic artists to emerge from Kinn-
gait Studios. Her !rst prints appeared in the Cape Dorset Annual Collection in 2004. In 2009, Groundwood Books 
published Ningeokuluk’s !rst autobiographical children’s book entitled Alego, which was subsequently short-listed 
for the Governor General’s Literary Award for Children’s Illustration. She has a comprehensive knowledge of Inuit 
legends and a !ne sense of design and composition. "ese elements have made many of her prints highly sought 
a#er by collectors. Ningeokuluk has had numerous solo shows of her bold and resplendent drawing and some of 
her work has been featured in exhibitions at major public galleries and museums. Ningeokuluk works full-time for 
the Nunavut Housing Corporation in Cape Dorset, and devotes her spare time to her family and whatever time 
she can to her drawing.

NINGEOKULUK TEEVEE



Kakulu Saggiaktok – Kakulu was in born 1940 on the Hudson’s Bay Company supply ship Nascopie, en route 
from Clyde River to Pangnirtung. At that time, her parents and older brother were members of a small group of 
Inuit who travelled from south Ba!n Island to trap and hunt furs in the more northern regions. Her mother was 
Ikayukta, a well-known graphic artist and her older brother was Qavaroak Tunnillie, a well-known and proli"c 
sculptor. Kakulu began to draw in the early 1960s when the newly established West Ba!n Eskimo Co-operative 
introduced its graphic arts project. Her approach has evolved considerably over the years and she has developed 
a signature style that is marked by a playful yet sophisticated sense of imagery. She continues to explore her own 
unique expressive voice by participating in the workshops o#ered at Kinngait Studios. She is married to Saggiak-
tok, who for many years was a printmaker in the stonecut studio. He would frequently proof and edit those images 
by Kakulu which had been chosen for stonecut prints. $ey live in Cape Dorset with their four children.

KAKULU SAGGIAKTOK



Ningiukulu Nungusuituk – Born in 1971 in Cape Dorset to Eliakimi Nungusuituq and Lola Tunnillie, Ningiukulu 
was inspired to make art by her adoptive mother Elisapee Nungusuituq who is a respected stone carver from the 
region. Although she only completed her !rst work in 2015 – which was a drawing of a seal – Ningiukulu is rapidly 
becoming one of Kinngait Studios creative bright lights. Her !rst appearance in this year’s Cape Dorset Annual 
Print Collection is a sumptuously rendered kudlik in stonecut and stencil. Ningiukuluk’s remarkably re!ned prac-
tice seeks inspiration from the things around her, various elements of Inuit life and particularly Arctic animals.

NINGIUKULU NUNGUSUITUK


